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Love and Hope
On a cold winter day the sun went out
Grief walked in to stay
I turned away from the unwanted guest
And bid him be on his way.
Grief was merciless, he brought his friends . . .
Loneliness, Fear and Despair.
They walk these rooms unceasingly
In the somber cloaks they wear.
Every so often now, Love pays a call
She always has Hope by her side
I welcome Love as well as Hope
For I thought surely they had died.
Love counsels Grief in a most gentle way
Bids him be still for a while
Then Love walks with me through memory’s hall
And for a time . . . I can smile.
- Kerry Marston
TCF/Grand Junction, CO
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Our thoughts go out to all

Our heartfelt sympathies to Doris Harding and Jodie Shepit and families on the
death of their mom and nanny.

bereaved parents whose
child(ren) would be
celebrating a birthday
during the months of
January and February.
We cannot help but think
of what could have been,
but we can find some
comfort in what was.
May it be a time of
reflection and warm
memories.

Please Don’t Ask Me If I’m Over It Yet
Please, don’t ask me if I’m over it yet,
I’ll never be over it.
Please, don’t tell me she’s in a better place.
She isn’t with me.
Please, don’t say at least she isn’t suffering.
I haven’t come to terms with why she had to suffer at all.
Please, don’t tell me you know how I feel
Unless you have lost a child.
Please, don’t ask me if I feel better.
Bereavement isn’t a condition that clears up.
Please, don’t tell me at least you had her for so many years.
What year would you choose for your child to die?
Please, don’t tell me God never gives us more than we can bear.
Please, just tell me you are sorry.
Please, just let me talk about my child.
Please, mention my child’s name.
Please, just let me cry.
- Rita Moran
Bereaved Parents of U.S.A.
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REVIEW
AT OUR OCTOBER SHARING MEETING there were 14 in
attendance. Thank you Dolores B. for helping to set up. Thank
you Betty, Marcheta, Allie and Karen for setting up, greeting,
facilitating and cleaning up. And thank you Del for looking after
the library.
AT OUR NOVEMBER SHARING MEETING there were 13 in
attendance with 3 attending for the first time. Thank you Marcheta
and Karen for setting up. Thank you Marcheta, Allie, Karen and
Jodie for greeting and cleaning up. And a special thank you to
Dolores S. for bringing us donuts as a special treat!

On Friday evening, November 17th, bereaved parents,
grandparents, siblings, family and friends gathered for TCF/
Winnipeg's 33rd Annual Candlelight Gathering. It was a
beautiful evening to be together to share the sorrow, the
memories and the love of so many children that died far too
soon. The evening started with TCF Winnipeg member and
Scott's mom, Joey, singing "A Healing Hallelujah". Thank you
Joey! That meant a lot to us. Thank you to our poetry readers,
Dolores S., Marion, Jodie, Karen, Allie and Allan. Again this
year, we were blessed to have Kerilyn, Angela, and Jared play
and sing beautiful music. They certainly give the candle light a
special touch. Thank you!! One of the songs that they sing, "The
Light Still Burns in Your Heart", was specially written for TCF/
Winnipeg in 1991 by Stewart Fay and Anastasis. We love the
song and will be forever grateful for it. Our evening was made
extra powerful by all the photos on the Memory Tables at the
front. At times it can be overwhelming when you realize that all
of those precious children have died, but for me, I draw strength
from looking at my son’s picture, and I see that he is not
alone. It's a harsh truth, but sometimes we have to find comfort
wherever we can find it. As is our tradition at the end of the
program, one by one, we all went to the front to light a candle in
memory of the child/children that we were there to honour. It is
a privilege to listen as each child's name is said out loud. And
then as our candles burned in loving memory of them, we listened
to "Tonight I Hold This Candle" by Alan Pedersen. It was then
time to gather for some refreshments. Thank you Pat Walmsley,
Carol Ann Acland and Diane Cox for making the reception
wonderful!! What would we do without you! A big thank you
to Canadian Virtual Hospice, MyGrief.ca for providing us with
the packages of tissues for our tears. And thank you Greg
Romance of Bond Printing for printing our programs again this
year. The beautiful photo of the butterfly on the flower that
adorned the program cover, was taken by TCF/Winnipeg
member, and our Office Coordinator, Susan. Thank you Susan
for letting us use your photo!! And last, but certainly not least,
thank you to all the volunteers that helped make this evening

happen. Some of us met at noon to set up the reception area, the
greeting area and the gathering place, so it was a long day, but a
beautiful day. There were volunteers that made the sandwiches,
manned the door, the guest books, the Love Gifts and the candle
tables and we thank them for that! And thank you to our ushers
who showed us the way up to light our candles. It takes many
dedicated volunteers to make such a special evening, but Betty is
the one that makes sure that everyone knows what to do, and
makes sure that every detail is attended to. She pours her heart
and soul into our Candlelight Gathering. We know that this is
an especially difficult time for her, and we want her to know
that she is appreciated beyond words. It was nice to see everyone
that attended this year, and my hope is for all to have a gentle
holiday season and a kind new year.
-Marcheta
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LOVE GIFTS
LOVE GIFTS are tax-deductible donations of money, library books or equipment, given by parents, grandparents and
others. These contributions are made to the Chapter in memory of a child, or as a memorial gift on the death of a friend or
relative. We truly appreciate your love gifts as they allow us to offer resources (this newsletter, books, brochures, and special
remembrance ceremonies) to assist bereaved parents and siblings. We are also able to provide information to “helping”
professionals and others who impact the lives and feelings of the bereaved. We publish the names of all donors in our
newsletter, unless otherwise requested. Thank you to the following people for their generous gifts.

♥ Scott Wotherspoon and Pamela Koch, Winnipeg, in memory of their daughter MADISON
♥ Linda and Vic Chartrand, Teulon, MB, in memory of their son CHRISTOPHER ADAM
♥ Joanne Adair and family, Winnipeg, “in memory of daughter, ANDREA BODIE (1975 – 2016)”
♥ Jeannette and Robert Eklund, Winnipeg, in memory of their daughter NATALEE
♥ John and Elaine Lamblin, Winnipeg, in memory of their daughter DEVON, “our angel”
♥ Elaine Smith, Winnipeg, in memory of her son CORY
♥ Yvonne Van de Graaf and Gary Johnson, Winnipeg, in memory of their son RUSSELL JOHNSON
♥ Lorraine Morrisseau , Winnipeg, in memory of her daughter RHONDA MOAR
♥ Henry and Tina Bazilewich, Winnipeg, in memory of their daughter TANNIS
♥ Jodie Shepit, Winnipeg, in memory of her daughter JAZMYN
♥ Debbie Rasmussen, Winnipeg, in memory of her son CHRISTIAN “LIAM” RASMUSSEN-BARRINGTON
♥ Diane Robidoux, Winnipeg, in memory of her son SCOTT, “forever loved and greatly missed”
♥ Isabelle Tiwari, Winnipeg, in memory of her son RUDY
♥ Kimberly Latzkitsch, Winnipeg, in memory of her daughter KENDRA
♥ Dolores and Doug Sylvestre, Winnipeg, in memory of their son DEREK
♥ Elsie Robinson
♥ Katherine Hinther
♥ Bruce Locken
♥ Janet Forbes
MEMORIAL
♥ Jennifer Cuddy, in memory of her nephew ALEXANDER CUDDY
♥ Doreen Routley, in memory of her grandson STEVEN HURST
♥ Barb and Larry Davidson, in memory of their nephew TREVOR TANNER
♥ John Harding, in memory of his granddaughter JAZMYN SHEPIT
CORPORATE, PROFESSIONAL AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT
City of Winnipeg Charitable Fund
Jean Zapski
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SHARING
It is our practice to “share” your comments with our readers as they often benefit others. Each of us handles our grief
differently. So, we ask for your tolerance and understanding with compassion for the submissions presented. If you wish to
submit a writing for Sharing in our next newsletter please mail or email it to our office by February 1st.

From Linda Chartrand, Teulon, MB:
I would just like to say “Thank You” for the newsletters. As I am out of town, I don’t make it in to the meetings.
These letters keep me connected. It is hard to believe it will be 11 years this November 7 th that we lost our son
Christopher. I never thought I would be where I am today. I am a survivor! There is hope for anyone who is just
starting this journey. Remember you are never alone, there is a big family behind you. Thinking of you all.
From Joanne Adair, Winnipeg:
Thank you for the wonderful, healing work you do! Feeling Blessed to know you. All the very best.
From Dolores Sylvester, Winnipeg:
10 years grieving the death of my beloved son Derek
Losing a child is the loneliest, most desolate journey a person can take. 10 years of belonging to a club no one
wants to belong to, where the dues to belong are more than anyone would ever want to pay. I am grateful every day
for The Compassionate Friends. They have become my second family. They listen. They understand. The loss of
children is a pain all bereaved parents share, and it is a degree of suffering that is impossible to grasp without
experiencing it firsthand. We want the world to remember our child or children, no matter how young or old our
child was. From the day Derek died I have wanted people to speak his name or relive memories of him with me. If
you never met my son, don't be afraid to ask about him. One of my greatest joys is talking about Derek. We will
never forget our child. And in fact, our loss is always right under the surface of other emotions, even happiness. We
would rather lose it because someone spoke his/her name and remembered our child, than try and shield ourselves
from the pain and live in denial. Kindness, support, caring, hugs, love – all of these matter. Taking time to
remember Derek matters.
The unthinkable has happened – my child has died. Derek died. It’s my loss, my life, my family, my world – and I
have had to figure out how to put things back together in a meaningful, useful way and how to live a purposeful life
without my precious son. It has taken a lot of time and energy to integrate such a huge loss into my life, to begin to
be comfortable in the skin of the person I now am, to find a new way of living without Derek. It’s a huge loss – one
beyond anyone’s imagination.
You can survive the death of a child. I think this is one thing about which I still marvel. I thought Derek’s death
would literally kill me. I didn’t think I could live without Derek. I didn’t want to live without my boy. I wanted to
die. But, one breath at a time, one baby step at a time, one minute at a time, one hour at a time, one day at a time
eventually became one month at a time. One month eventually became one season at a time. And here I am, ten
years later – not exactly none-the-worse-for-wear, but here I am. I would give anything to have Derek here, to not
have lived the past ten years without his precious presence in my life. I can’t go back, though, so I have to go
forward. I am a survivor; I have survived the death of my precious son. I’m not the same person I was; I’m not as
strong as I was.
continued on page 8
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SHARING
Our loss is unnatural, out-of-order; it challenges your sense of safety. The instinct to protect one’s offspring runs
through mothers of virtually all species. I violated the basic canon of motherhood. I failed to protect my child. That
my child is dead while I still live defies the natural order. I am finding a way to continue to live with loss, and it's a
solitary journey.
I still count birthdays and wonder what Derek would be like if he were still living. Derek’s birthday, September 30,
1992, is especially hard for me. My heart aches to celebrate Derek’s arrival into this world, but I am left intensely
aware of the hole in my heart instead marking another year without him. He will always be 15. No matter how
many years go by, the anniversary date of when Derek died, February 13, 2008, brings back deeply emotional
memories and painful feelings. The days leading up to that day continue to feel like impending doom or like it's
hard to breathe. I don’t know if this will ever change. Derek is always present at all holidays and celebrations. A
candle jar with his picture is always lit, he is with us. After 6 years I had enough strength to make a memory quilt
with some of his clothing. I felt him with me. I wear his high school football jacket to feel his arms around me.
I struggle every day with happiness. It's an ongoing battle to balance the pain and guilt of outliving my child with
the desire to live in a way that honors him and his time on this earth.
The grief swoops in without warning, drenching me in agony of all I’ve lost. It overtakes me for a time, then the
heaviness recedes (not completely, never completely) and I can take in a full breath, where moments before there
was no air. I’m learning just to breathe. In and out.
At first I would see him everywhere, sitting at the dining room table, in the kitchen with the fridge door open, sitting
in front of his computer, swimming in the lake, playing football at his high school, walking down the street, on the
bus. I would scream out “Where are you Derek? What do I do without you?” He answered me with signs,
butterflies and things. “I’m here, in your heart. Just love me, Mom.” I will continue to love him. I will love him in a
new way. There still are days, even after 10 years when a weight in my heart makes each breath shallow and every
step an effort. I still search for him, but without desperation most days. Always missed.
Forever Loved Derek Sylvestre, Love you, Mom
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The New Year: A Time of Hope
Another New Year has slipped into our lives, radically changing some things and leaving other things to evolve naturally.
For bereaved parents a new year marks another year on the calendar without their precious children. It is a new year,
but not much has hanged since the old year. Why is that?
We act as the catalysts of change for ourselves. We choose to help ourselves; we choose to stay in a specific place in
our grief. We choose to reach out for hope or we choose to withdraw into the familiar and postpone facing life and
hope another day.
There are no set rules or specific timetables in bereavement. We are each unique in our grief. Eventually we all find
hope. We find it in different ways and in different times. There will be no one moment of epiphany for bereaved
parents. Instead, there are a series of minutes, hours, weeks, months and often years until we realize that we can truly
say we feel the power of hope coming alive from deep within us. This moment will come for each of us. It will come in
its own time and its own way.
Even those of us who have found hope and who shine its light on the paths of newly bereaved parents, still regress and
withdraw into the dark sadness of our loss. And that is as it should be. For we have lost the most precious gift of our
lives. . . Our children’s presence with us and their future in this life.
Our children live in our hearts and our memories and our dreams. They do not share this plane with us. It is normal
and it is good to think of our children often and to shed some tears for all that has been lost. These aren’t setbacks as
much as sweet memories that bring cathartic tears. This, too, is healthy. An often expressed fear is that our children
will be forgotten. Worry not, gentle parent, your child will be remembered for all of your days and for many days
thereafter. You will never forget your child. Others who knew your child will never forget.
The proof of this is in our memories. . .sweet memories that take us back to another time when our child was with us.
So this New Year’s, whether you are a few months, a few years or many years in your grief, think about hope. You have
not forsaken your child when you reach for hope. Your hope brings your child back in a positive way that will warm
your heart. Reach for that hope. As you move forward in your grief in the New Year, reach for hope. Your child will
still be with you. And one day you will find that your child’s presence is sweeter when hope is within you.
- Annette Mennen Baldwin
In memory of my son, Todd Mennen
TCF, Katy, TX
Lifted from TCF Victoria Chapter

The children
Who were with us
In the rush of life,
Let them now be with us
In the peace of spirit.

- Sascha
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How to Deal with the Exhaustion of Grief
“I’m tired all the time. I can barely put one foot in
front of the other. Bruce is the same way. Exhaustion has
become a way of life,” Carla said.
Carla and Bruce’s sons, Blake and Barrett, were
practically inseparable. Two years apart, they grew up as
boys will - competing, fighting, cooperating and having great
adventures together. The family lived on a large piece of
land out in the country, giving the boys lots of room to roam
and explore. They loved their mini-kingdom.
One Saturday, the boys were out riding their ATVs.
Inattention led to a loss of control and they collided. Barrett
was killed instantly. Blake died a day later in the hospital.
They were 13 and 15.
“Life is heavy now. Last night at dinner, I was so
exhausted that I could barely chew. Fatigue has taken over
our lives,” Carla shared.
Grief takes incredible energy
Losing a loved one is like being hit by a bus. It
immobilizes us. The shock waves are immense, and roll over
us again and again, relentless and debilitating. Some days,
we can barely lift our heads.
Chronic fatigue, even exhaustion, is a common and
natural experience for those in heavy grief. We wake in the
morning, and it smacks us again. They’re gone. The shock
stuns us. We close our eyes and sigh.
We rise and attempt to do life. We drag from room
to room, place to place, task to task. There is little to no
heart in what we do. How could there be? Our heart is
shattered and in a million pieces.
We put on a mask and take it through the day.
Others are aware of our pain, but don’t know what to do
with it. Relationships become awkward, tentative and
different.

“The journey of grief is full of
hills, valleys and sharp edges.
Take it one step at a time.”
- Karen Hankins

At work, we go through the motions.
Our
performance isn’t what it was. We’re more irritable and
erratic. We wonder what others are thinking.
Perhaps we have children. They might be grieving
too. We can’t handle ourselves right now, so how in the
world do we love them through this? Our backs are broken.
The thought of shouldering any more weight - even an ounce
more - is terrifying.
Numb. Dazed. Fatigued. Exhausted. Our bodies are
feeling it. Grief is terribly draining.
“Missing you is exhausting. I’ll be patient and take
my time.”
Some suggestions:
Grief is incredibly demanding. Fatigue is the natural
result. Here are some possible action steps to help manage
this.
 Make taking care of yourself a high priority. Focus on
nutrition, rest and exercise. Let these things rise to the
top of your list.
 Downgrade your expections of yourself. If you’re a list
person, limit each day to three things, and tackle them in
order of importance, not urgency. Most of us in grief
have to “do less”. Pace yourself.
 Be patient with yourself. This isn’t a common cold that
will resolve itself in a few days. Recovery often feels
slow. Time doesn’t heal all wounds, but healing does
take time - lots of it.
You may always grieve on some level, but the grief
will change. Handle today, this hour, this moment. One
moment, one baby step at a time.
- Gary Roe
Bereaved Parents of the U.S.A., Coeur d’Alene

My Angel
My heart is full of memories,
With pride I speak your name,
Though life goes on without you.
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LET ME TELL YOU WHO I AM NOW
I am still a person like you, yet not. I am still a mother
like you, yet not at all like you, all at the same time. I
wish there was some way you could understand me,
without becoming who I am now.

your words or your looks that I am a bad mother
because my child died. Do not think I didn’t try
everything humanly possible to save my son from
death.

You see, there’s a pain I carry, unlike any pain you
carry, unless you are a bereaved mother too. This pain
I carry is always there. It doesn’t nap during the day, or
get safely tucked into bed at night. It follows me
everywhere; it never leaves my side – like my son used
to do. Only grief is not cuddly or sweet.

Let me tell you something. If a mother’s love was
enough to protect her children from all harm, then
children would never die.

No, a mother’s grief is a torturous life sentence that no
one wants to live. It’s bargaining for a different ending,
over and over again, one where no one dies. It’s the
panic of it happening again, any time anywhere . . . it’s
the toxic self-blame that never turns its finger around to
blame itself. It’s the spiraling of obsessive thoughts,
(what if . . . if only?) seeping its poison through every
crevice of my mind. It’s the regret, so convincing that I
failed as a mother, powerless to protect my child from
death. Yes, grief’s emotions are as predictable as the
ocean tide, crashing down on me to drown me alive.
I have three kids, not two. My first son died.
There, I said it. I know you may not want to hear it.
Neither do I, yet I have to say it over and over and over
again to solely wrap my mind around the
incomprehensible truth. My son is dead.
It might make you uncomfortable for a moment, yet I
am uncomfortable for a life time.
Either I pretend he never existed, for your comfort, or,
to my own discomfort. This new life of mine comes
with dreaded and sometimes hostile reactions – blank
stares, awkward silences, big eyes bugging out of
shocked faces; or worse, looks of despair, pity, shame,
judgment; even, turning of backs, that walk away,
leaving me in mid-sentence of my pain. Or, worst of
all, altogether ceasing to be my friend, upon
discovering that, I am a bereaved mother.
Please, do not judge me by circumstances beyond my
control. Do not think you are more powerful than God,
that this could never happen to you. Do not imply by

Please remember, I did not choose this version of my
life. I am living yet dying, breathing yet suffocating,
laughing yet crying. I am a mother like you yet a
bereaved mother all at the same time. I am a mother’s
worst nightmare, only it’s not a dream. It’s my life.
While you complain about your kids spilling milk or
painting on the wall, I swallow my grief whole, silently
choking on my wish for my problems to be just. Like.
Yours. Paint splattered all over my walls, milk spilled,
covering my kitchen floor. I am aching for the signs of
my toddler living, breathing, playing, alive in my home.
I am longing for the iterations of what could have been.
Instead, I have an empty chair at every meal, the
contents of my son’s entire life neatly stacked in
sharpie-marked boxes in storage that now smells more
like mildew and dust than of my son.
Instead, my lap seems full, but it is always one-third
empty. I’m left with a math equation that never
equates. No matter how many times I count, my
children never add up to three. One is always missing.
And a million more could never replace or erase the
pain of missing the one who now lives only in the
confines of my memory.
There is an eternal hole in my heart, in my life, the size
and shape of him and only him, that no one and nothing
will ever be able to fill.
. . . continued
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Let Me Tell You Who I am Now continued
I am a bereaved mother, a grieving quasi-supermom; I
straddle time and space. You might feel pulled in two
directions, but let me tell you how it feels to be pulled
between heaven and earth, as a mother to an angel and a
mother to two living, breathing, laughing little boys. A
mother to the living and the dead.
Let me tell you how it feels to have my son deleted, his
existence denied because it makes people uncomfortable to
hear he lived and he died.
He is as real to me now as he was in life. He is not some
inconvenient truth – he is my son. He will always be my
son, just as I will always be his mother, because love never
dies.
Next time you see me in the grocery store, at the
playground, or across the street, please remember:
I am still a person like you, with a life like yours, yet not. I
am still a mother like you, yet not at all like you, all at the
same time. I am a bereaved mother, a grieving quasisupermom; I straddle time and space. I wish there was some
way you could understand me, without becoming who I am
now.
I wrote this after becoming disheartened and frustrated by
being constantly misunderstood by the world. I wished there
could be a bridge to close the gap between us – the bereaved
and the non-bereaved parent – but in writing this, I realized
that the only bridge of understanding, is a one-way bridge.
One we would never wish upon anyone, for to understand
means to be, become bereaved. The only bridge is your
child dying. Then you understand, and there’s no going
back to that place of blissful ignorance. Before it happens
you cannot go there; you cannot imagine it; it is too hard,
too painful, too much like every parent’s worst nightmare.
Still, if I could create a two-way bridge of understanding,
this would be it.
- Angela Miller (Angela is the author of You are the Mother
of all Mothers)
Lovingly lifted from TCF/Kamloops

ONE FOOT IN YESTERDAY
Yesterday my child was here, on this planet,
alive.
Yesterday life looked promising.
Yesterday morning I woke up looking forward to
the day. Today I awake peacefully and then I
remember my child is dead, and I cannot
breathe. I am jolted from head to toe. My child
has been dead for a day. I wonder what my
child was thinking in the last moments.
I
remember all the wonderful times. I remember
the joy. I think of my child’s life and how his
life changed me forever. I remember the last
time I saw my child. I remember the last goodbye. I sob and breathe.
I am lost for days.
Final arrangements are
made. The platitudes float past me . . . these
words have no meaning. A memorial service
for my child. People with sad faces. Hugs,
words, tears, head shaking. I can see it in their
eyes . . . they are thankful it isn’t their child.
They are uncomfortable. Time heals, they say.
There’s a plan, there’s a reason.
I cannot
respond.
They understand. No, they don’t. My child is
dead. This is not my parent, my husband, my
sibling.
This is my child.
My child was
supposed to outlive me. I thank them for their
good intentions. I have no interest in their
words. A few friends say nothing. This is the
better choice, the wiser action. Be there, be
there for me. Understand my unspoken words.
See my broken heart. Understand. Listen to my
story, a story of my child. Remember his life,
remember his death.
- Annette Mennen Baldwin, TCF/Katy, TX
In memory of my son, Todd Mennen

Come to me in my dreams, and then
By day I shall be well again!
For so the night will more than pay
The hopeless longing of the day.
- Matthew Arnold
Childless Parents
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When The Aging Outlive Their Children
We are horrified when a young child or young adult dies, but we react with less concern when a middle aged
“child” dies.
We forget that, for a parent, the age of the child has no relevance. We focus our attention on the spouse or the
children of the one who has died, and ignore, or at least not recognize the pain of the surviving mother or father.
However, the pain of their loss is as real and as intense as that of the parent who loses a very young child. When
aging people lose their children they face particular difficulties with their grief. Many have lost spouses, siblings
or even other children (the loss of an infant or a stillborn child many years in the past should not be discounted).
In addition to the losses by death, many have lost their youth, health or independence. Grief accompanies these
losses. When an adult child dies, the aging parent may feel overwhelmed. Often the attitude of the aging parent is
an impediment to active grieving. He is of a generation that generally discourages open expression of emotions.
Therefore, he has difficulty letting himself grieve in a healthy manner.
An aging bereaved parent also faces a lack of support and encouragement to grieve. Family and friends
mistakenly believe that it’s not healthy for the older person to cry and talk about his/her lost child. They
encourage the aging parent to suppress his/her grief.
If you are an aging parent who lost your child, the following are some suggestions for helping yourself:
 Recognize that your physical and emotional reactions to your child’s death are normal and that you are not
losing your mind as you may fear. Reading books on grief will assure you that what you are thinking and
feeling is to be expected.
 Forget everything you’ve ever learned about “being strong” and “keeping a stiff upper lip”. Crying and
expressing your pain will give you relief; pushing your pain down won’t.
 Ignore others when they tell you to concentrate ONLY on the good things in your life. This is impossible.
Your loss is real, and you do hurt. Face that reality.
 Don’t let others keep you busy “so you won’t think about it,” This won’t work and will only exhaust you.
 Allow yourself to cry and to talk about what you are thinking and feeling. Attend a support group if possible.
 Take especially good care of your health. The stress of your grief will make you more susceptible to illness and
exacerbate any illness you may already have. Eat balanced meals. Get plenty of rest (even if you can’t sleep).
Exercise daily, even if it is only walking short distances.
If you are the relative or friend of an aging bereaved parent, the following are some helpful things you can do:
 Read about the grieving process to learn that the bereaved person is reacting in a normal way.
 Encourage the parent to talk about the child who has died. Listen non-judgmentally. Help him sort through
what is real and not real in his anger and guilt.
 Remember that birthdays, anniversaries and other special days will be difficult. Expect and permit the parent
to talk and reminisce about the child, especially on these days.
 Understand that for an aging bereaved parent, grief might never be completely resolved.
- Reprinted from Tucson, AZ TCF Newsletter
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Quiet and Solitude -- Friends or Enemies in Grief?
Let’s be clear -- each person’s grief journey is unique. Each person’s timetable is uniquely theirs, too.
However, we can point out some pitfalls and discuss certain elements that are necessary for healing. In
somewhat the same way that we cannot connect with others when we are distracted, on the go, in the midst of
commotion, and interacting with other people, we cannot get in touch with the deep parts of ourselves then
either. To face our grief head-on, we need times of quiet and solitude.
We can’t run and hide from our feelings and work through them at the same time. We must allow
ourselves to feel whatever emotions our grief has produced inside of us instead of keeping our emotions tightly
bottled up inside.
Early on in my grief journey, I couldn’t bear silence. When I came home from work, I had to turn on the
television just for the background noise whether I watched a programme or not. The silence was deafening.
And being by myself was easy -- in fact, I was often more comfortable alone than with people. Yet, I couldn’t
hide and heal from grief. One of the signals that told me I was healing was when I could come home, and in
complete quiet, be comfortable.
We may experience times of anger; certainly, deep pain and sadness, denial, frustration, confusion,
isolation, rejection, guilt, loneliness, doubt, emotional chaos, disbelief, and whatever else we may be feeling. I’m
not suggesting that you build a house and stay there -- but I urge you to allow your feelings to surface and
process them so you can release them. Feel the emotions. Writing about whatever comes to the surface helps
to release those thoughts and emotions, too, and has been shown to be therapeutic.
While we have to allow times of quiet and solitude to create an atmosphere where we can begin to work
through our grief, too much of a good thing is counterproductive and can be harmful.
When we’re grieving, isolation is easy to fall into because it’s often easier and more comfortable to be
alone than to be with people. Even though we need to talk about our loss, and it’s important to allow certain
people to support us through our grief, sometimes it’s easier to avoid talking. Don’t feel guilty about that.
Being around people when we’re grieving can be draining. Sometimes other people are uncomfortable
around us, so we pull back and spend too much time alone. We need both! We do need other people during
grief. Grieving is too hard to try and handle completely alone.
Times of quiet and solitude, used productively, will facilitate healing. You can’t face the full force of grief
24/7. Yes, it’s true that you need to make time to be alone and work through your thoughts and feelings. But
you also need to take breaks. Pull back from the pain, refocus, and, yes, escape for a while. By doing this, you’ll
restore your strength, physically and mentally, for the rest of your journey.
- Judy Brizendine
The Compassionate Friends, United Kingdom.
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My First Experience With Grief Support
Initially, when I was trying to deal with the fact that
my child had died, it was hard to realize that outside help
may be a necessity for me. The world I once accepted as
normal was now a swirling mass of chaos, viewed through
disbelief and agony. Friends and relatives tried to “be there”
for me, but more often they were in their own state of
helplessness and inadequacy. A connection with someone
who has “been there” and continued to survive was an
unknown need for me.
My cousin, also a bereaved mother, understood that
and reached out to me quickly as I began my downward
spiral into despair. My youngest son had died by suicide
just a week before and Gloria knew that I was in a bad place.
A phone call from her informed me that she had spoken to
the facilitator of the closest chapter of The Compassionate
Friends and that I should expect a packet from him. (TCF is
an international grief support organization for bereaved
parents and siblings.)
When the material arrived a few days later, I
glanced at it and tossed it across the table. At that moment, I
had no strength to deal with such “trivia”, so it became part
of a miscellany of mail and newspapers. Frankly, I just did
not care what the outside world was sending my way.
About a month after Matt’s funeral, I realized that I
desperately needed help in surviving what I was not even
sure was survivable. To be honest, I was at the point that
surviving was not something I was sure I even wanted to do.
With perfect timing, my cousin called again, and encouraged
me to try TCF.
After unearthing the packet, I found and dialed the
facilitator’s number. Never will I forget the kindness and
compassion relayed through the phone line. Questions were
answered, details obtained and I made the decision to attend.
Before ending the call, the facilitator suggested that I try
three meetings before making any final decisions.
Always one who disliked asking for help, I set out to
attend the first meeting all alone. There had been offers by
several to go with me in support, but I felt I had to do it
myself. This turned out to be an unwise decision.
Even with a GPS guiding my way, the hour’s drive
was one of great fear and apprehension. Although the
location was not difficult to find, I drove by it at least three
times before turning into the parking lot. There I sat in my
car for quite some time. Finally, I decided to go into the
building, but as I entered the first doors, I stood frozen,
unable to advance beyond. Just as I was turning to flee back
to the safety of my car, the second set of doors opened, and
someone said, “Are you Mary?”
As I was welcomed and gently escorted in, my tears
began to flow. The room was a flurry of activity, with men
and women of all ages busy filling out cards and attaching

them to balloons. That night was TCF annual balloon
launch, which I would learn, always has a large turnout. In
my case, this special night was not the best for my first solo
attendance. Overwhelmed with the number of grieving
parents in attendance, I struggled with my desire to flee!
After the balloon launch, everyone gathered inside,
and sat circle style. Each had a chance to share their “story”.
When eyes turned my way, I was barely able to utter my
name and the fact that my son had died by suicide. Shortly
after that, I made a quick exit, and sought refuge in my car.
As a watershed of tears fell on my sobbing chest, the car
moved as if on autopilot. Several times, I nearly vomited; it
was so hard to breathe while my emotions were wreaking
havoc. Never had I wanted to know that there were so many
grieving parents in the world. Never had I wanted to know
that there was a need for groups like this! This was an
unchosen journey that was way too difficult and
overwhelming, and I did not believe I had the strength to
continue.
The next morning, I got a phone call from the
facilitator of the meeting. As I picked up the phone I felt a
strong need to explain my abrupt exit the night before, and it
was equally important to me to make it clear that I would not
be returning to any more meetings! However, as we
conversed, I learned that my reaction was not only normal,
but also understandable. This very kind man comforted and
reassured me that each member of TCF has been in a similar
place of pain. He encouraged me to attend a few more
meetings, and to bring someone I trusted as support. My
skeptical response was “I’ll think about it.”
While sharing my experience with a coworker
friend, she remarked that she would like to attend a meeting
with me, but I was still not convinced I would return, so I
put her off. The night before the next meeting, she called
and said that she would be at my house so we could ride
together. With no desire or energy to argue, I agreed to be
ready.
Walking into the meeting was much easier with
Jessica by my side, and with no “special event” planned for
that night. In the sharing circle, I listened intently to each of
the other stories. My emotions began to peak, and when it
was my turn to speak, I broke into tears and asked Jessica to
tell my story. Thankfully she did, and I will never forget her
opening words, “Where do I begin, this is such a big story”.
My son’s life was a huge part of my life and my story, and I
was so unprepared for his final chapter.

. . . continued
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My First Experience With Grief Support
continued
The next few meetings, I always had a
friend by my side until I was able to walk through those
doors alone. Joining me in those meetings exposed my
friends in what is unknown to most. They have each
made statements such as “I would never have known,”
and they have said that the exposure has “opened my
eyes and mind”. My gratefulness to these devoted
friends will be in my heart forever. Their support
enables me to move forward, away from the isolation
that otherwise would have engulfed me.
Since my son’s death over two years ago, I have
continued to attend TCF meetings (looking forward to
each meeting). My husband is also attending with me
now, and I have accepted the role of newsletter editor.
The support received in this group setting is a gift to all
who attend. New friendships and the resources that are
made available for anyone who is bereaved are priceless.
The sharing I have been able to do with my surviving
children and my friends, coworkers and acquaintances
has been a lifesaver.
Now, with no hesitation, I can highly recommend
support groups, and I repeat those words that were
spoken to me, “Please give the meetings at least three
tries, before making a decision.”
Although my own grief journey continues, and at
times the valleys are deep, I keep climbing those hills in
a need to survive, but I do not have to climb alone.
- Mary Greyerbiehl
Grief Digest 2012

When a Child Dies by Drug Addiction
Ben was an addict. That declaration is
enormously painful and takes even more courage to
write, than Ben died at age nineteen. He was an honor
student, football captain, neighbourhood skateboard
star, altar server, little league all-star, and lead
singer in a punk rock band; he was handsome,
popular, kind, and gentle. He was my first born, my
only boy . . . He was an addict and heroin killed him.
When Ben was in the throes of his disease, I
would jolt awake, stare at the blank ceiling, feeling
my blood turn to ice. With my hands slipped under
my lower back and my fingers spread so my body
heat could radiate through my arms, hands, and
fingers, I’d say the Lord’s Prayer, trying to obliterate
the swarming fears.
Obsessed with this prayer, I studied Emmet
Fox’s Around the Year with Emmet Fox before bed
each night. Reading and dissecting the prayer by
phrase, I studied each work on every page, searching
for an answer to my never-ending question. “How can
I save Ben?”
I also wrote in journals, pouring out my heart
to empty space. Addiction is lonely and isolating, and
it leaves a trail of “Whys?” and “Could haves?” I’m
still haunted by the idea that some kind of trauma or
horrible encounter unleashed a beast within my son.
Why didn’t I see it? Why didn’t Ben feel safe enough
to tell me? Was the disease so embedded in his DNA,
that there was nothing anyone could do? Did I fail
him? That is the hardest question of all: Did I fail
him?
I sometimes wish Ben had died of cancer.
People understand the disease. Addiction carries an
insidious stigma, casting out its victims and relegating
them—and their families—to society’s margins. There
is no respect attached to such conditions. Police
officers don’t touch the brim of their hats in homage,
and no other fanfare takes place to mark the grievous
occasion of loss. There is only mourning . . . And those
damn unanswerable questions.
- Joni Norby,
Quakertown, PA
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THE CHILD WE HAD
Oh precious, tiny, sweet little one
you will always be to me
so perfect, pure and innocent
just as you were meant to be.

I’ll always be your mother,
he’ll always be your dad
you will always be our child,
the child we had.

We dreamed of you and of your life
and all that it would be
we waited and longed for you to come
and join our family.

But now you’re gone . . . but yet you’re here
we sense you everywhere
you are our sorrow and our joy,
there’s love in every tear.

We never had the chance to play,
to laugh, to rock, to wiggle
we long to hold you, touch you now,
and listen to you giggle.

Just know our love goes deep and strong,
we’ll forget you never
The child we had, but never had,
and yet, will have forever.
- Heidi and Greg Costenaro
To Brittany Rose

Silently we remember you
as around us the world goes on
Reflecting on what might have been
if only you weren’t gone
And as the years keep slipping by
and we watch your brothers grow
we celebrate their milestones
while others might not know
We celebrate your short sweet life
although so bittersweet
melancholy memories
of your tiny little feet
You left us with a legacy
of how to love and live
Never leave the words unsaid
love, listen, give
Life is such a precious gift
the time we have untold
Live and love with all your heart
and memories will unfold
MJG February 16, 2007
- Meridee Gasmo – In memory of her son, Brady
TCF/Madison Area

NOW I KNOW
I never knew, when you lost your child,
What you were going through.
I wasn’t there, I stayed away,
I just deserted you.
I didn’t know the words to say,
I didn’t know the things to do.
I think your pain so frightened me,
I didn’t know how to comfort you.
And then one day my child died.
You were the first one there.
You quietly stayed by my side, listened,
And held me as I cried.
You didn’t leave, you didn’t go.
The lesson learned is . . .
Now I know.
(Oakbrook, IL June 2000)

Everyone is afraid of dying,
until you lose a child . . .
then you’re afraid of living.
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Two years on . . .
It is coming up to almost two years since my beloved sister, Kitty, died suddenly of a brain hemorrhage.
I don’t know where I have been in those two years. In the first few weeks and months I remember a strong sense of
not wanting to continue my life. It felt over.
The agony of not seeing her or hearing her . . . feeling totally and utterly incomplete just overwhelmed me. I had a
huge gaping hole inside me and all I could feel was this bitter, cold empty wind blowing right through.
The remaining weeks and months I have felt nothing but a sense of home sickness. I am physically home yet I am
yearning for a place that once was. A place inside that felt content, safe and whole. I didn’t realize grief would
feel like this.
I now know I want to continue my life, or rather that I can go on without her because I have for the last two years,
albeit reluctantly.
I dread the feeling of years ahead and her becoming a more distant memory. I dread having lived longer without
her than with her.
I need to keep her as present and as vital in my life as I possibly can. I am scared of the chasm between us
becoming even wider. I know it is down to me to keep her close.
I struggle with any idea of letting her go . . . I know I can’t. I am clinging to her desperately.
And yet . . . I know I need to create a new life, a new home, a new reality, where I can begin
to feel whole again.
And this is where I am at two years on. Still loving. Still missing. Still yearning. Still needing.
And with my gorgeous, beautiful sister Kitty still running through my veins.
- Caroline Mitchell
Brothers & Sisters, TCF/UK

Your Pup and I
Your old pup sleeps before the fire,
Muzzle resting on outstretched paws.
He twitches with a little yelp,
Reaching to a dream gone bad that he can’t help.
A sound from outside jerks his head alert,
Ears listening intently,
Radar in search of your special step.
Not hearing the sound that he wants, he looks hurt.
His head goes down with a sigh.
He looks to me with mournful eyes.
I declare I think that dog sometimes cries . . .
He, like I, never dreamed you’d be the first to die.
He misses you as badly as I.
Even old pups want to know why . . .
And they grieve, like us, for one last good-bye,
And tonight I joined him as he cried.
- Fay Harden, TCF/Tuscaloosa, AL
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A Valentine Message
I send this message to my child
Who no longer walks this plane,
A message filled with love
Yet, also filled with pain.
My heart continues to skip a beat
When I ponder your early death
As I think of times we’ll never share
I must stop to catch my breath.
Valentine’s Day is for those who love
And for those who receive love, too
For a parent, the perfect love in life
Is the love I’ve given you.
I’m thinking of you this day, my child
With a sadness that is unspoken
As I mark another Valentine’s Day
With a heart that is forever broken.
- Annette Mennen Baldwin, TCF Katy, TX
In memory of my son, Todd Mennen

Some of the most
comforting words in the
universe are ‘me, too.’ That
moment when you find out
that your struggle is also
someone else’s struggle,
that you’re not alone, and
that others have been
down the same road.
- Rita Chatourey

The Promise
Cold winds blow across the frozen pond.
Snow lies deep upon the fields.
But the change has begun.
Daylight hours increase slowly.
With each passing day later sunsets are more
apparent.
Winter is ending.
For bereaved parents
The change is awfully slow.
The progress is not always apparent
But the promise is the same.
Winter will end.
Spring will return.
- Betty Stevens, TCF/Baltimore, MD
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REBOUND GRIEF
I have been a coach for 45 years, and every year I learn
more. One of the latest fears is a rebound concussion.
Often the initial injury goes unnoticed, but if the athlete is
hurt again they can have profound problems. Bereaved
parents face this same situation, except that our initial
injury is already profound. Then repeated injuries lead to
more and more damage.
What do I mean? I have been missing Matt for 13 years
now, but the grief does not get easier. I get better at
dealing with grief but the pain remains. Now smaller
injuries can have large effects. Having to put the cat down
is difficult, and the tears flow as though for a human family
member. Christmas ornaments mix smiles and tears.
Happy events recall past celebrations.
Right now I am stuck in the mud. Any movement forward
or back requires energy that I do not have. Like the
concussed athlete, I stumble around in my own world, out
of step with my neighbors, hardly aware that life is moving
forward.
So what caused all this? I had some physical challenges
added to my plate. I faced new problems at work. I was
not meeting my own standards. Matt had another birthday.
I have overcome each of these challenges in the past so that
gives me an action plan.
The concussed athlete wants to return right away but needs
to follow a rigorous plan before he can return. So time is
part of my healing. Time will not replace work but the
work takes time. There is no magic fix. I always attack the
physical first. I increase my workouts, improve my diet, get
more sleep. That is a good start. Work is just work. It is
not life. At 65 I know when I walk out the door someone
else will walk in. So I need to do my best and forget the
rest. I need to learn how to say no. Sometimes sacrificing
my needs for others is a joy, but always putting others first
is deadly. Matt will always have a birthday and we will
always celebrate. Matthew means gift from God. I need to
celebrate the gift of Matt’s life.
None of this is easy or quick, but what real choice do
Bereaved Parents have? Our child’s life was a great gift.
Gathering helps us appreciate that gift. Our loss is
profound. Gathering gives us the tools to heal. Alone we
are broken. Together we are able not only to survive but to
thrive. Let’s sit together while we enjoy our children. Did I
tell you the story about how Matt and I went fishing and
forgot the bait? We remembered the Oreos and coke.
- Keith Swett, Matthew’s Dad
Bereaved Parents of U.S.A.

“Grief is Scary”
You don’t often hear people use that phrase but when you
think about it, grief brings with it change, and change can
be very scary.
I think grief can be the scariest after the shock has fully
worn off and our mind is more fully able to grasp the
enormity of our loss. We are often traumatized after the
shock fades.
Some call it the valley; I call it the vast grief wonderland,
it is that place in between knowing that life as we knew it
will never be the same. . . .but the life we will know as a
lifelong griever isn’t yet formed.
I call it the wonderland because we wonder if we are
crazy, we wonder if we will find joy again, we wonder if
we can survive, we wonder how we’ve made it as far as
we have.
For those of us far down this road, our wonder eventually
turns into a knowing that we will always grieve, but we
won’t always be imprisoned by a deep paralyzing pain.
We know we will experience joy, but we also accept that
just below the surface we still feel the longing and
missing. . .we love them still but we are able to live and
embrace our new life and integrate that love into this new
person we have become.
It is important for all of us to recognize and support those
whose grief is scary to them right now. TCF does that so
well for those families whose child has died.
No matter where you are on your journey, regardless of
your loss. . . You are not alone and you are not crazy if
your grief feels scary to you.
- Alan Pedersen
TCF/U.S. National, Executive Director
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How I Found Hope . . .
Two weeks after our beautiful nineteen year-old daughter, Tiffanie, died of bacterial meningitis, my wife, Kathy and I, were ushered into a small room
feeling devastated, desperate, and totally hopeless. Ten women and three men welcomed us with kind, sympathetic words and caring hugs, as we
formed a circle for the chapter’s monthly Compassionate Friends meeting. Resisting our instincts to quietly leave, we listened as the group shared
heartfelt experiences about their children’s lives and deaths and the impact on them and their families. Our new “compassionate friends” family
taught us that living a productive life was still possible after losing a child and TCF would ensure we never had to walk our grief journey alone.
- Chuck Collins
TCF/Fairfax Chapter, VA

The Bin Liner
I’ve done it! I’ve done it . . .
Bagged your suits and put them
Outside
Awaiting collection
For a charity of yours.
It’s taken eight years and six
months
To do this deed — so hard.
But it is time for your son’s clothes
To hang from your rail — now his.
I cried as I folded them
Stroking, feeling and smelling.
Imagining your form
Filling them, and you are back.

I watch the bag from the window
Not wanting it to go.
As the rain falls, I consider
Should I bring it back inside?

There are some people who could
hear you speak a thousand words
and still not understand you.

I watch all day.
They don’t come. Now it’s dark.
I rush outside, drag it in,
Undo the bow,
Hang ‘em up ‘til next time to go.

And there are others who will
understand without you even
speaking a word.
- Yasmir Mogahed

- Janet Armstrong, Mum to Gary
Childless Parents, U.K.
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Letter To Our Living Children
Yes, to all you beautiful, living children — we are so fortunate to have you. We love you very much. When fate takes one of you
from us, we are so hurt. We have lost a part of us, and you have lost a part of you, too. We haven’t forgotten all the good things
you do — no we haven’t forgotten you, but now in our sorrow, we try to hang on to what we have lost. Please don’t shut us out
because you are afraid, by mentioning the death, we’ll cry, and you don’t want to add to our hurt and sorrow. We all need each
other now. Unless we talk to each other and tell each other how we hurt, we will all suffer needlessly. We know you have lost a
playmate — someone you told secrets to and grew to love very much, too. Let’s tell each other our thoughts, talk them over
together, and cry and grieve together.
- Gratefully lifted from Johannesburg Chapter News
Hands of love
We, the members of Compassionate Friends, have known the
tragedy which death brings. We’ve lived the hurts and the
despair, and so hands outstretched in love, we welcome you to
join us, and we promise you that we will lend a listening ear.

I can listen.
I cannot carry you, but I will help you if you stumble.
I cannot lift you, but I will hold you if you fall.
I may not comfort you, when all your daydreams crumble
But I can listen, and I’m ready for your call.
- M. Foggie

Book Review
In Bridget Park’s powerful debut, Growing Young: A Memoir of
Grief, readers will follow the author’s journey through the grieving
process as she attempts to cope with the loss of a loved one. The
only grief support book written by a teenager, Growing Young is
truly a voice for all those who have lost someone during their
developmental years.
Bridget Park is only twelve years old when she stumbles upon the
body of her fourteen year old brother, Austin, while they are home
alone. His suicide shatters her world and forces Park to face issues
she had never before considered.
From the funeral to the confusion over her brother’s state of mind
to the family’s Catholic beliefs, the author shares her most
vulnerable moments in order to bring hope and inspiration to others
who have experienced something similar. Through it all, she
attempts to reconcile Austin’s actions with the brother she always
knew and loved.
Readers will find Growing Young: A Memoir of Grief to be a
soothing companion during times of crisis, as well as an inspiring
testament to the strength of one incredibly young girl.
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR
January 7

Charleswood United Church Lights for Lives, 7:00 p.m. Location: 4820 Roblin
Boulevard.

January 9

Palliative Manitoba and Cropo Funeral Chapel Grief Seminar. “What to Expect When
I’m Grieving.” Time: 7-8 pm. Location: Cropo Funeral Chapel, 1442 Main Street. Cost:
Free. Please register by calling Cropo Funeral Chapel at 204-586-8044.

January 18

Sharing Meeting, 685 William Avenue, 7:30 pm. Library opens at 7:00 pm.

February 13

Palliative Manitoba and Cropo Funeral Chapel Grief Seminar. “When A Child Dies.”
Time: 7-8 pm. Location: Cropo Funeral Chapel, 1442 Main Street. Cost: Free. Please
register by calling Cropo Funeral Chapel at 204-586-8044.

February 15

Sharing Meeting, 685 William Avenue, 7:30 pm. Library opens at 7:00 pm.

February 27

Palliative Manitoba and Chapel Lawn Funeral Home Grief Seminar. “Self-Care Isn’t
Selfish.” Time: 12-1 pm Location: Chapel Lawn Funeral Home, 4000 Portage Ave. Cost:
Free. Please register by calling Chapel Lawn at 204-885-9715.

March 8 April 19

Palliative Manitoba is offering a six week Thursday evening grief support group for
teens ages 13-17. Time: 6:30 - 8:30 pm. For more information please contact Mike
Goldberg, Community Outreach and Education Coordinator. Phone: 204-889-8525
(Ext. 232). Email: info@palliativemanitoba.ca

March 13

Palliative Manitoba and Cropo Funeral Chapel Grief Seminar. “Sentimental Objects &
Your Journey on Loss.” Time: 7-8 pm. Location: Cropo Funeral Chapel, 1442 Main Street.
Cost: Free. Please register by calling Cropo Funeral Chapel at 204-586-8044.

March 15

Sharing Meeting, 685 William Avenue, 7:30 pm. Library opens at 7:00 pm.

March 24

Annual General Meeting. Location: Annie A. Bond Room, 685 William Avenue.
Time 1:30 pm.
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Telephone messages are checked daily. Emails are checked twice a week.
THE COMPASSIONATE FRIENDS is an international, voluntary, non-profit, non-denominational, self-help organization
offering FRIENDSHIP, UNDERSTANDING, GRIEF EDUCATION and HOPE FOR THE FUTURE to all families who
are grieving the death of a child at any age from any cause including miscarriage, stillbirth, infant and adult. We are not
counselors or therapists. We are people who have journeyed (in varying degrees) the same road you are now traveling.
OUR PURPOSE is to aid in the positive reconciliation of grief and foster the physical and emotional health of bereaved
parents and their surviving children.
THERE ARE NO DUES OR MEMBERSHIP FEES. All contributions are voluntary, and tax-deductible receipts will be
issued. Winnipeg Chapter Tax-Exempt #11922 8138 RR0001.
TELEPHONE AND EMAIL FRIENDS know, understand and care.
Please call or email any of the following people if you are having a bad day, if you would like to share a memory or
if you would just like reassurance that what you are feeling is “normal.” As these “friends” are volunteers, please
understand that they may not always be at home when you contact them.
204-269-1486
204-284-1437

Winnipeg

Allie Turnock

(son, 25 yrs., suicide)

brenzeb@mts.net

Brenda Zebrynski

(daughter, 25 yrs., cancer)

shirl3@shaw.ca

Shirley Plante

(daughter, 17 yrs, complications of
eating disorder)
(son, 18 yrs., homicide)

204-226-5434 bkkcck@mymts.net

Karen Clay

204-896-8462 calvin23@shaw.ca

*Marie-Claude Leischner

(son, 19 yrs., accidental)

204-918-9108 jodily-odily@hotmail.com

Jodie Shepit

(daughter, 17 yrs., unsolved homicide)

204-291-2255 kmhurst@icloud.com

Karen Hurst

(son, 24 yrs., suicide)

204-918-3787 coachdan@mymts.net
204-955-0976

Dan Noordman
Tabitha Noordman

(son, 23 yrs., drug overdose/poisoning

204-472-3968

Flin Flon

Lee Fergusson

(son, 24 yrs., vehicle accident)

204-638-7384

Dauphin

Judy Henuset

(daughter, 17yrs., MVA)

204-873-2472 emilylovell@hotmail.com Crystal City

Emily Lovell

(son, 9 yrs., vehicle accident)

204-473-2523

Leaf Rapids

Walter & Carol Halcrow

(son 24 yrs., house fire)

204-482-5563

Selkirk

Shelly Florko-Thomas

(son, 20 yrs., workplace accident)

204-227-8262 jd4mdam@gmail.com Dugald

Judy Dunn

(son, 23 yrs., suicide)

lauratssessaze@hotmail.com.

Laura Tssessaze

(son, 20 yrs., gunshot)

Lac Brochet

780-594-1996 d_McQuaker@hotmail.com Cold Lake, AB Della McQuaker

(daughter, 15 days, multiple birth defect
disorder)

807-274-4409

(son, 1 month, heart defect)

Ft. Frances, ON

Tammy Riordon

* denotes French-speaking

TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE IT

